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 File under: World/Hungary

SÖNDÖRGŐ
Tamburising - Lost Music of the Balkans

450017 >> 3149026006324 >> CD digipack

1. Tonči  1.39
2. Sinoč  6.24
3. Opa cupa  3.48
4. Posavsko a  0.46
5. Joka  3.10
6. Voje sasa  7.12
7. Posavsko b  0.49
8. Bušo kolo  4.19
9. Čororo  4.05
10. Posavsko c  0.58
11. Cele noći  3.59
12. Oj Jesenske  1.31
13. Zajdi, zajdi  5.22
14. Igran čoček  5.14
15. Cigančica  3.56
Total  53.15

Songlines Encounters Festival
Kings Place, London - Saturday 25 June 2011

20.00 St Pancras Room - The Söndörgő Story (Talk)
Simon Broughton talks to bandleader Aron Eredics about 
Söndörgő’s music and the South Slav tradition in Hungary. 

21.00 Hall One - Söndörgő 
From Hungary, Söndörgő are one of the musical discoveries of 
the year with gorgeous vocals and intricate music strummed on 
nimble, mandolin-like tamburas.

Söndörgő interview in Songlines (July issue)
BBC Radio 3 World Routes session - date tbc

FULL SERVICE TO NATIONAL AND SPECIALIST PRESS 
AND RADIO

Hard to pronounce, but easy to listen to, Söndörgő play nim-
ble, life-affirming party music. Their trademark instrument is 
the tambura, a small mandolin-like instrument played in the 
Serbian and Croatian communities in Hungary. It’s some-
thing very different from the fiddle-led sounds that dominate 
the Hungarian tradition. The music Söndörgő play is one of 
the best-kept secrets of the Balkans with nimble, rhythmic 
dances that set the feet tapping. But now the secret’s getting 
out and in the hands of Söndörgő the tambura’s profile is 
rising.
Led by Áron Eredics, Söndörgő is pretty much a family band 
including four Eredics brothers: Áron, Dávid, Benjamin and 
Salamon plus Attila Buzás on bass. It’s a family tradition. The 
Eredics brothers are sons of Kalmán Eredics, the bass player 
of Vujicsics, the veteran band playing South Slav music in
Hungary. “This music is our mother tongue,” say Söndörgö. 
“The aim is to speak this language so that everybody can 
understand it nowadays. The result is something old but also
new.” On this new album, alongside the great Gypsy tambu-
ra player József Kovács, there are two guest vocalists: Kátya 
Tompos, who is also an actress in the National Theatre in 
Budapest, and Antal Kovács, the fiery Roma vocalist from 
Romano Drom. 
Söndörgő are proving themselves to be one of Europe’s most 
versatile and exciting bands.  
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 File under: World/Tunisia/Egypt

Our Dreams Are Our Weapons - Soundtracks 
of the revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt.

The revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt were uprisings by real 
people against the clans of governing despotic autocrats 
who were finally driven from power. In the organization of 
this opposition the internet played a major role as an alter-
native news agency. Gradually new music by various groups 
turned up on YouTube in particular, along which film foot-
age of the protests, attracting millions of visitors. In close 
collaboration with the musicians Network has now issued a 
first CD of the most important soundtracks of these revolts.

From Tunisia, Zorah Lejnef, among others, with her revo-
lutionary hit ‘Free Tunis’; Skander Guetari with an oriental 
ballad encouraging the demoralized young people to engage 
in honourable protest; the rapper “El General” with a can-
didly presented list of the many abuses being suffered; the 
famous composer Rabii Zamouri with a striking ‘Hymn of 
the Revolution’; Alia Salimi, one of her country’s best vocal-
ists, with a subtle song about the new light at the end of the 
tunnel of silence.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
From the Kasbah/Tunis to Tahrir Square/

Cairo and Back
495135 >> 785965951351 >> CD digipack

1. Zorah Lajnef - Tounis Hurra! (Free Tunisia)  3.05
2. Skander Guetari / Khaled Waghleni - Itkallem Ya Tounis 
(Speak, Oh My Tunisia)  5.35
3. El Général - Rais Lebled (Head of the Country)  3.51
4. Rabii Zamouri / Ali Louati - Nasheed Ath’thawra (Hymn to 
the Revolution)  2.06
5. Alia Sellami - Revelation  4.56
6. Amine & Hamza - N’seyem Tounes  (Breezes from Tunisia)  
7.48
7. Hany Adel / Amir Eid - Sawt el Hourreya (The Voice of Free-
dom)  4.03
8. Mohamed Mounir - Ezzay? (Why?)  3.32
9. Mohamed Rashad - Wallahi Al-Azim Ya Baladna (Oh Our 
Country, We Swear)  4.04
10. Joseph & James Tawadros - Helm Ash-Shaab (People’s 
Dream)  4.46
11. Ahmad Farahat - Ash-Shaheed (The Martyr)  4.10
12. Joseph & James Tawadros - Gomaa Hayran (Uncertain Fri-
day)  5.47
13. Aida El Ayoubi - Bahebbek Ya Balady (I Love You Oh My 
Country)  4.05
14. Amine & Hamza - The Challenge  8.10

An exclusive world premiere by Network.

FULL SERVICE TO NATIONAL AND SPECIALIST PRESS 
AND RADIO

In Egypt the song ‘The Sound of Freedom’ by Hani Adel became 
a hymn of the revolution and together with Ezzay by pop-star 
Mohammed Mounir had more than three million visitors on You-
Tube. Also from Egypt the Sufi singer Aida, who together with a 
children’s choir champions the peaceful coexistence of the differ-
ent religions. The Coptic Tawadros brothers, famous for virtuoso 
playing on the Arab lute or oud, and delicate percussion, went to 
the studio directly from a demonstration.

Music that accuses, that unites in protest, that expresses hopes 
and longings, that invites us to reflect, and that encourages a 
new self-determined beginning. A unique CD documentation 
with 14 first issues.
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In Mali, it is customary that those who have the royal name 
of Keita are banned from singing or playing an instrument. 
Fortunately, there are some exceptions.
Mamani Keita, who used to be a back-up singer for another 
Keita outcast (Salif) and for the Badema National group, is set 
to become one of the main ambassadors of modern African 
music. Gagner l’Argent Français (“To earn French money”), 
her third album, is her most electric and most daring to date. 
It highlights a strong, passionate, and independent personal-
ity as well as a rebellious voice, unleashed by the inventive 
and eclectic sonic environment created by Nicolas Repac, the 
guitarist and arranger famous for his work with long time col-
laborator Arthur H.
Her encounter in France with rock musician Marc Minelli was  
the first real turning point in her career. With him she record-
ed the album Electro Bamako (2002), in which she uses her 
native language, Bambara, and her Mandinke heritage with 
the self-educated non-conformism that became her trade-
mark. In 2006, Keita and Repac gave us Yelema, her second 
record, the first on the Nø Førmat! label, on which traditional 
instrumentation and computer programming are intertwined. 
Dee Dee Bridgewater invited her to participate on the 2007 
album Red Earth (A Malian Journey) and then brought her 
along for a world tour. Mamani also guested on Da Lata’s 
Serious (2010).

MAMANI KEÏTA
Gagner L’Argent Français

NOF17 >> 3700426916523 >> CD digipack

1. Gagner L’Argent Français
2. Demissen Koulou
3. Dossou
4. Sinikan
5. Nenibali
6. Massigui
7. Konia (feat. Adama Coulibaly)
8. Waleya
9. Douba
10. Siya 

FULL SERVICE TO NATIONAL AND SPECIALIST 
PRESS AND RADIO 

Over the course of this long journey, Mamani crafted the 
songs for Gagner l’Argent Français, to which the guitarist 
Djeli Moussa Kouyaté brought the finishing touches. The 
tracks were then subjected to the intricate sonic editing of 
Nicolas Repac’s poetic imagination. Some of them rely on a 
rock foundation (Sinikan, Gagner l’Argent Français) with a 
tapestry of guitars and a binary rhythm. Others transport 
us into dub’s hypnotic round (Massigui) or the hard-hitting 
paraphrase of afro beat (Konia). The traditional mandinke 
instruments, -ngoni, kora, monocorde-, are meshed with 
globalized samples, klezmer clarinette, Chinese lute, clas-
sical strings.  
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RAVI SHANKAR
Nine Decades Vol.1 1967-1968
East Meets West  EMWM1000   616892081562
CD        

The Nine Decades series features rare and never-before released recordings hand-picked by Ravi 
Shankar from his vast archive and lovingly remastered for optimal listening experience. With live 
performances and studio recordings pivotal to his development as an artist and reflective of 
unique times and places, the Nine Decades series provides insightful perspective on a career that 
spans 70-plus years and offers a direct bridge between the artist himself and his listeners.

Raga Gangeshwari, the centerpiece of Volume 1, takes listeners to an outdoor concert at a temple 
on the banks of the Ganges in 1968. Though recorded with one hand-held microphone, Raga 
Gangeshwari is representative of the archive’s many treasures, which the artist describes in his 
liner notes as “not recorded with sophisticated audio equipment and yet they exhibit the power of 
life in live performance that has a value beyond any technological shortcomings.”  The intimate 
quality of the recording and virtuosic playing allows listeners to experience a page from the artist’s 
diary circa 1968. Raga Gangeshwari is performed with Kamala Chakravarty on tanpura and the 
great Ustad Alla Rakha on tabla. Also featured on this volume is Vedic chanting by temple priests, 
as well as audience reactions to an early performance in the West. 

RAVI SHANKAR
Raga - A Film Journey Into The Soul Of India
East Meets West  EMWM1002   616892100867
DVD       

Originally released in 1971, Raga: A Journey into the Soul of India documents the life of sitar 
master Ravi Shankar in the late 1960s and early 1970s, following him on his return to India to 
revisit his guru, Bengali multi-instrumentalist and composer, Baba Ustad Allauddin Khan. It fur-
ther explores Shankar’s life as a musician and teacher in the United States and Europe, initiating 
those in the West to the exceptional world that is Indian classical music and culture. Through rare 
and candid footage shot in both India and the United States, Raga sheds light on Shankar’s influ-
ences and collaborations, from Allauddin Khan to his famed dancer brother Uday Shankar, to his 
associations with Western musicians Yehudi Menuhin and George Harrison. Fully narrated by 
Shankar himself, Raga reveals music as the soul of India and of Shankar’s life. The premiere DVD 
release of Raga features a digitally re-mastered 35mm print optimized to modern color range 
resolution and standard and a fully re-mastered audio soundtrack.

***** Songlines

The Ravi Shankar Foundation proudly announces the launch of East Meets West Music (EMWMusic). With the creation 
of EMWMusic, Ravi Shankar bridges any divide between his recorded music and his audience. With unique access to 
an astonishing archive featuring thousands of hours of live performance audio, film footage, interviews, and studio 
masters, the legendary sitarist and composer hopes to provide a glimpse into what has most inspired and shaped 
him in his 70-plus years on stage. And, in keeping with Ravi’s dedication to looking forward and not back, EMWMusic 
provides a vibrant platform for new artists, projects, and collaborations.

Ravi Shankar live in concert - 
8th June Bridgewater Hall, Manchester; 16th June Symphony Hall, Birmingham; 21st June Barbican, London

PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
27th June 

 File under: World/India
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ARCHIE SHEPP & JOACHIM KÜHN
Wo!Man

ARCH1102 >> 3149028003024 >> CD digipack

1. Transmitting  9.49
2. Nina  6.40
3. Drivin’ Miss Daisy  4.32
4. Sketch  10.23
5. Harlem Nocturne  8.03
6. Lonely Woman  10.08
7. Segue  6.24
8. Sophisticated Lady  10.32

Archie Shepp - saxophones
Joachim Kühn - piano

Recorded at Studio de Meudon, France, on November 15 
and 16 2010

Archie Shepp will be the front cover artist in Jazzwise 
(July issue)

FULL SERVICE TO NATIONAL AND SPECIALIST PRESS 
AND RADIO

Archie Shepp is back with a new album on his own 
Archie Ball label, a duo recording with German pia-
nist Joachim Kühn. Both musicians can trace their 
careers back at least as far as the late sixties; at that 
time Shepp recorded a succession of fiery albums for 
the Impulse label, a lesser known Impulse release 
was the Kuhn brothers Impressions of New York (with 
Jimmy Garrison and Aldo Romano). Joachim Kühn 
remembers seeing Shepp play at the Village Vanguard 
in 1967, shortly after the death of John Coltrane. 
The pair were brought together to play at a French 
festival in 2009, and they decided to record. Their vir-
tuoso musical conversation mixes free improvisation, 
original compositions and arrangements of jazz stan-
dards.

With a hypersensitive lyricism and dialogue taken to 
an art form, this duo demonstrates a rare ability to 
flow totally with the energy of the moment. The play-
ing is supreme, the improv sparkling, and there’s un-
abated faith in the moment, in instinct, in the other. 
Whether conjuring up the Babelian memory of stan-
dards, interpreting their own compositions or letting 
loose in free improvisation immersed in blues-infused 
sound, they stand on the same continental divide. Mu-
sic carries them far and away. They are two musical 
powerhouses, two fragile musicians who experience, 
and complete, one other. A face to face, in between an 
intertwining of brilliance and lyricism, tradition and 
free song. 
Franck Médioni (from the sleevenotes)
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DAVID S. WARE / COOPER-MOORE / 
WILLIAM PARKER / MUHAMMAD ALI

Planetary Unknown
AUM068 >> 642623306826 >> CD digipack

1. Passage Wudang  21.56
2. Shift  7.34
3. Duality is One  7.00
4. Divination  9.27
5. Crystal Palace  3.40
6. Divination Unfathomable  9.26
7. Ancestry Supramental  13.25

David S. Ware - saxophones
Cooper-Moore - piano
William Parker - bass
Muhammad Ali - drums

Recorded live in (((3D Sound))) at Systems Two Studio, 
Brooklyn, New York

“a group music based upon such a level of intuitive un-
derstanding that it can only be described as extraordi-
nary.” 
–Nic Jones, All About Jazz

“Ware’s playing is astonishing, pushing the limits of 
brain, fingers and equipment, ideas rushing out in a 
stream of furious, liquid invention, with an almost su-
perhuman precision.” 
–Daniel Spicer, BBC.com

FULL SERVICE TO NATIONAL AND SPECIALIST 
PRESS AND RADIO

In late November 2010, four men arrived at Brooklyn’s Systems 
Two Studio to record an album. The web of musical, personal 
and spiritual connections that brought them together at that 
particular time and place is a modern jazz parable.
David S. Ware and Cooper-Moore shared formative years in 
Boston, where they talked and played music all day, until in 
1973 the pull of New York’s jazz scene called them home. Coo-
per-Moore, Ware and William Parker were heavyweights of the 
Downtown loft scene, playing spaces like Ali’s Alley and Studio 
Rivbea, experiences that equipped Ware and Parker for the ex-
tended periods each would spend within the Cecil Taylor Unit, 
and for their eighteen years of artistic refinement and growth 
inside the David S. Ware Quartet. 
Muhammad Ali (brother of Rashied), an early loft regular and 
drummer on Albert Ayler’s Music Is The Healing Force of the Uni-
verse and Alan Shorter’s Orgasm, had already relocated to Paris 
with Frank Wright, when, in 1976, Cecil Taylor’s Unit came to 
town. Ware met Ali on that visit, and both men made a mental 
note that one day they must play together. Ali’s presence here 
is a direct blood-link back to the birth of free music in America, 
and id his first commercial recording for 35 years.
Planetary Unknown documents an epic occurrence – David S. 
Ware, Cooper-Moore, William Parker, Muhammad Ali all-togeth-
er-as-one.
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Not yet 30, Harold Lopez Nussa was born in Havana in a 
family of musicians who offered him a double French and 
Cuban education. After a solid classical training at the con-
servatory, winning numerous contests, jazz becomes his 
passion, and from the age of 20 he is fully dedicated to Jazz; 
playing solo, trio or quartet in the Havana clubs. His first 
tour brings him to some prestigious places, from Verona to 
London, from Vienna to Paris... In 2005 he wins the “piano 
solo contest” of the Montreux Jazz Festival, an award that 
enables him to record his first solo album “Sobre el Atelier”. 
In 2007, he performs alongside Omara Portuondo for her 
“Gracias” tour and continues to perform with his trio,  with 
whom he records a second solo album “Herencia” (“Legacy”) 
released in March 2009 on World Village. 
Today, still with his trio of his young brother Ruy, a drum 
prodigy, and bassist Felipe Cabrera, and lifted by master 
saxophonist David Sanchez, Harold delivers his next opus. 
On “El País de las Maravillas”, recorded at studios La Buis-
sonne in November 2010, Harold Lopez Nussa is asserting 
himself as a stylish composer and a powerful pianist whose 
technical abilities joined to a high sensitivity transcend his 
cubanity. He is standing in the heart of the jazz trend of 
today.

HAROLD LOPEZ-NUSSA TRIO
El País de las Maravillas

479061 >> 3149026006126 >> CD digipack

1. Guajira  3.27
2. Caminos  4.45
3. Interludio  1.42
4. El País De Las Maravillas  6.39
5. La Fiesta Va  5.03
6. Perla Marina  3.05
7. Pa’ Gozar...Y No Parar!  3.38
8. A Camilin  5.26
9. Bailando Suiza  5.29
10. E’cha  3.11
11. Volver  3.29
12. Amanecer  2.36  

Harold López-Nussa - piano
Felipe Cabrera - double bass
Ruy Adrian López-Nussa - drums
guest musician
David Sanchez - saxophone (tracks 2, 5, 9 & 11)

The trio will be touring the UK in September 2011 - dates 
tbc. Previously they have played the Barbican, (Cuba 50 
celebrations), the Pizza Express and the Vortex.

also available:
479035 Herencia
CR124  Sobre el Atelier

“With his subtly interactive but lively trio occasionally 
augmented by singer Omara Portuondo and trumpeter 
Mayquel Gonzalez, López-Nussa has produced a highly ef-
fective calling-card, with Herencia, for his arrival on the 
international jazz scene.”
Vortex
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The Luxembourg vibraphonist is gradually making a name 
for himself in European jazz. He is a recipient of the “Ris-
ing Star” award by the European Concert Hall Organization 
(ECHO). Bang My Can is his second quartet recording for 
Enja, for whom Pascal also records in a duo with Jef Neve.

Track by track, “Bang My Can“ grows into an epic without  
ords, juggling with structure and resolution. Music comes 
into being which has an organic, down-to-earth and ener-
getic effect. It is rooted in the present, plays with the past, 
with strength and with pathos, and is based on an approach 
characterized just as much by the chamber jazz of the eight-
ies as by the rock sound of the nineties and the openness of 
the present. And so Pascal Schumacher is well on the way 
to becoming something out of the ordinary. He has an excel-
lent team at his side, a compact, recognisable repertoire and 
his own idea of sound, and is serious enough not to lose his 
sense of humour in details – vibes with attitude, in step with 
the times. (Ralf Dombrowski)

PASCAL SCHUMACHER
Bang My Can

ENJ95722 >> 063757957225 >> CD digipack

1. Inspector  1.09
2. Water Like Stone  4.03
3. Elmarno  3.37
4. Seven Fountains  5.07
5. Bang My Can  6.00
6. A Fisherman’s Tale  4.11
7. Metamorphosis  7.16
8. 30 Little Jelly Beans  3.43
9. Taubenturm  5.31
10. No Dance on Volcano Ashes  6.01
11. Ghosttrackmusic  4.13

Pascal Schumacher - vibes, glockenspiel
Franz Van Chossy - piano
Christophe Devisscher - bass
Jens Düppe - drums

“His innovative blend of elements of modern classical composi-
tion, jazz and rock makes for a highly distinctive group sound 
and places the vibes, often seen as something of an archaic in-
strument, into a thoroughly modern context.”
**** The Jazzmann

“Schumacher’s quartet, while frequently taking advantage of its 
unusual instrumentation to explore the hinterland between mini-
malism and jazz, also packs a surprising punch.”
London Jazz

“A jazz quartet that combines four talented soloists is uncommon 
enough: a quartet where every member combines top flight musi-
cianship with compositional talent is as rare as hen’s teeth. The 
Pascal Schumacher Quartet manages both combinations with 
ease.” 
All about Jazz 

Pascal Schumacher Quartet UK dates:
23 July - Manchester Jazz Festival  
12 August - Brecon Jazz Festival 

PR by Gogo Promotions
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The complete original album The Jimmy Knepper-Pep-
per Adams Quintet (Metrojazz E1004), which marked 
the two musicians’ first recorded collaboration, and 
one of the very few they made in a quintet format. 
They are backed here by a splendid rhythm section 
including Wynton Kelly on piano, Doug Watkins on 
bass, and Elvin Jones on drums.

A complete session featuring almost the exact same 
group, with alto saxophonist Sonny Redd replacing 
Knepper, has been added as a bonus.

PEPPER ADAMS & JIMMY KNEPPER
Pepper Knepper Quintet
AJC99011 >> 8436028691715 >> CD

1. Minor Catastrophe  6.05
2. All Too Soon  5.55
3. Beaubien  6.24
4. Adams in the Apple  4.51
5. Riverside Drive  5.15
6. I Didn’t Know About You  4.28
7. Primrose Path  7.05
8. Watkins Production  9.36*
9. Stop  8.22*
10. Redd’s Head  9.10*

PEPPER ADAMS, baritone sax
JIMMY KNEPPER, trombone
WYNTON KELLY, piano (also organ on 6)
DOUG WATKINS, bass
ELVIN JONES, drums
New York, March 25, 1958.

* Bonus Tracks
Same personnel except Sonny Redd (alto sax) replaces 
Jimmy Knepper
Hackensack, New Jersey, November 12, 1957.
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KALUWO
Aux Racines de la Memoire
Playasound   PS66421   3700089664212
CD     World/Africa
Blues from the Sahel, African rumba, Congolese soukous… This album, taking us from the West 
Africa of Christophe Bégaud to the Central Africa of Marlène N’Garo, presents music that lively 
and full of warmth, on the border between traditional and modern. The pair formed Kaluwo in 
2004 Jean-Baptiste Biousse joined them in 2008. Since then the trio has developed great complic-
ity and a style full of finesse. Their repertoire represents the interaction of their different cultures, 
their diverse influences, and the values they share. “The roots of memory”, their second album, 
evokes the music and rhythms that for thousands of years have caused man to move, dance, use 
his body to express himself. 

LIGIA VILLARROEL
Ecuador - Music of the Andes
Playasound Airmail SA141214   3700089412141
CD     World/Andes
Famous Ecuadorian singer Ligia Villarroel presents her songs, and others from all over the Andes.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Scottish Pipes and Drums
Playasound Airmail SA141215   3700089412158
CD     World/Scotland
Miltary and civilian pipes and drums from the vaults of the Scotdisc label.

CLARA PONTY
Into the Light
Le Chant du Monde 2742026   3149024202629
CD digipack   World/France
The pianist, singer and composer Clara Ponty’s diverse musical background is the source of 
inspiration for the development of her unique musical body of work. Born in Paris and raised in 
Los Angeles, Clara was immersed in many musical genres thanks, in large part to her father, 
world-renowned jazz violinist and composer Jean-Luc Ponty. She began studying violin and piano 
when she was five, wrote her first piece when she was eight and won her first piano competition 
at age 11. Today, Clara Ponty is that rare artist, whose enticing and virtuoso level playing fuses 
her classical heritage with jazz and pop rhythms into a seamless stream of captivating sounds.
Now well established as a composer and pianist of rare distinction, what a pleasure it is to dis-
cover Clara as a singer, taking a new direction on an album of beautiful pop-soul songs (with 
lyrics in English). For this her fifth album Clara has invited contributions from her father, and 
from Nigel Kennedy, Vincent Segal, Stephane Guillaume and others.
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FARMERS BY NATURE
Out Of This World’s Distortions
AUM Fidelity  AUM067   642623306727
CD digipack   
Farmers By Nature is drummer Gerald Cleaver, bassist William Parker, and pianist Craig Taborn 
– a fully-improvising unit, a complete musical collective. Each of these men are highly regarded 
& admired composers and bandleaders in their own right; their coming together to create new 
music is always an auspicious and deeply fruitful occasion. This album was recorded almost 
exactly two years to the date of their highly acclaimed debut Farmers By Nature (AUM053) from 
which they take their group name. The album proceeds exactly as it was performed in the studio 
that day, opening with an exquisite elegy to the late great saxophonist Fred Anderson (who 
passed the evening before the recording) and closing with an impeccably mesmerizing cosmic 
pulse piece.
Craig Taborn is interviewed in Jazzwise (June issue).

THE MAGIC HAT ENSEMBLE
Made In Gorton
Jellymould   JM-JJ006   5029385990893
CD     
Made in Gorton is the second studio album from this Manchester based group. Since forming in 
Manchester in 2006, The Magic Hat Ensemble continue to perform extensively in the UK and are 
currently on the road again (having already undertaken four previous national tours). In 2009 
they released their debut studio album This Conversation is Over on independent record label 
Jellymould Jazz to critical acclaim.
The band’s reputation has steadily grown through their inventive re-workings of classic jazz mate-
rial adding a youthful energy and drive which gives familiar tunes a completely different slant. 
They are renowned for employing the use of metric modulations, odd time signatures and blister-
ing solos to create epic and exciting arrangements. 

LES POMMES DE MA DOUCHE
...émules de Django, disciples de Brassens
Le Chant du Monde 2742029/30  3149024202926
2CD digipack  
‘Emulators of Django’ - we’ve known that for years, since Les Pommes very first album in fact, 
recorded uder the watchful eye of Tchavolo Schmitt. ‘Followers of Brassens’? - we suspected this 
was so and we hoped so too. With the passionate and generous musical itinerary of the band 
Uncle Georges seemed like the missing link in the adventure. Patience, and his turn would come.

ENRICO PIERANUNZI
1685 - Enrico Pieranunzi Plays Bach, Handel, Scarlatti
CamJazz   CAMJ7837-2  8052405140142
CD     
1685: the year that gave birth to Bach, Handel and Scarlatti...Following the global success of the 
album «Pieranunzi plays Scarlatti» the Italian pianist returns to confront the Baroque repertoire, 
again through his own sensibility and uniqueness. With «1685» Pieranunzi widens his horizons 
by adding to his love for Scarlatti the music of Bach and Handel. He masterfully rereads the pages 
of these three composers with the practicality and skill of someone who has adopted the language 
of classical music and knows how to merge it with improvisation. 
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LEE KONITZ
The Complete Remastered Recordings on Black Saint & 
Soul Note
CamJazz   BXS1011   8052405140074
5CD     
Includes the albums: 
Live at Laren; Ideal Scene; The New York Album; Zounds; Lunasea

ANTHONY BRAXTON
The Complete Remastered Recordings on Black Saint & 
Soul Note
CamJazz   BXS1012   8052405140081
8CD     
Includes the albums: 
Birth & Rebirth; Four Compositions (Quartet) 1983; Six Compositions 
(Quartet) 1984; Five Compositions (Quartet) 1986; Six Monk’s 
Compositions (1987); Four (Ensemble) Compositions 1992; Eugene 
(1989); Composition No.173

DAVID MURRAY OCTETS
The Complete Remastered Recordings on Black Saint & 
Soul Note
CamJazz   BXS1010   8052405140067
5CD     
Includes the albums: 
Ming; Home; Murray’s Steps; New Life; Hope Scope

STEVE LACY - SOLOS DUOS TRIOS
The Complete Remastered Recordings on Black Saint & 
Soul Note
CamJazz   BXS1013   8052405140098
6CD     
Includes the albums: 
Only Monk; More Monk; Sempre Amore; Communiqué; The Flame; The 
Window
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JIM SNIDERO
Interface 
Savant   SCD2113   633842211329
CD   
Described as being “soulful, swinging and yet utterly modern”, New York based alto saxophonist 
Jim Snidero’s music seems to encapsulate what is both unique and compelling about jazz. Called 
an “alto sax virtuoso” and “master musician” (Downbeat), as well as a “genuinely significant figure 
in jazz composition” (Penguin Guide to Jazz), Snidero is a veteran recording artist (16 leader 
recordings to date) and sideman (Mingus Big Band, Frank Sinatra, Eddie Palmieri, Jack McDuff, 
etc...) that can truly say “been there, done that”. Snidero exercises his composing chops on 
Interface as well, penning all the tunes on the set list and drawing an astonishing array of color 
from the sax-guitar-bass-drums quartet combination, including the rarely used acoustic guitar.

WE3 (Dave Liebman / Steve Swallow / Adam Nussbaum)
Amazing
Kind of Blue  KOB10045   076119100450 
CD     
Liebman, Nussbaum and Swallow have played together, on and off for over 30 years. They decid-
ed to celebrate this by writing 10 originals for this project - the other cut is a Steve Swallow 
arrangement of Cole Porter’s “Get Out Of Town” - where they explored the boundaries of modern 
jazz composition. Writing for a chordless trio was challenging in its own right but as Dave 
Liebman puts it: “When you play with musicians of this calibre, there is little difference from play-
ing set pieces to playing free improvisations.” This is inspiring yet totally listenable music from 
three of the finest jazz musicians in the world.    

SAMUEL BLASER 
Consort in Motion
Kind of Blue  KOB10046   076119100467 
CD     
Young Swiss trombonist Samuel Blaser (who lives between New York and Berlin) leads a quartet 
with in-demand bassist Thomas Morgan, up-and-coming pianist Russ Lossing and legendary 
drummer, Paul Motian, confirming that he is an artist abounding with daring ideas and concepts. 
Taking the unusual step of blending Renaissance and Baroque period music with jazz improvisa-
tion, Blaser creates with CONSORT IN MOTION a new musical world, at once oddly familiar and 
yet also startingly compelling. He fashions entertaining original arrangements that emphasize his 
versatile playing and deep commitment to the jazz aesthetic. Winner of the Benny Golson prize, 
Blaser has worked in various big bands, featuring the likes of Phil Woods, Clark Terry, Jimmy 
Heath and Buddy DeFranco.

TOM HARRELL 
The Time of the Sun
HighNote   HCD7222   632375722227
CD     
Tom Harrell can write music of such melodic grace and melodic beauty that it can bring tears to 
your eyes.  Even his complex, up-tempo and challenging pieces retain singable ideas and attrac-
tive harmonies that is challenging without sounding pedantic.  On “The Time of the Sun,” Tom 
and his quintet once again reaffirm their place at the top of the post-bop mainstream.  Of course, 
Harrell’s often beautiful, always rigorous solos are to the fore but Wayne Escoffery’s tenor cer-
tainly plays no second fiddle here.  Whether it be on ballads or driving pieces, the group’s exposi-
tions, interactions and song development is exuberant and extensive, devoid of gimmicks and are 
delivered in an energetic, yet disciplined and sophisticated  manner.
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AUGUSTO PIRODDA / GARY PEACOCK / PAUL MOTIAN
No Comment
Jazzwerkstatt  JW113   4250079758685
CD     
The fifth album by Italian pianist, recorded in New York with one of jazz’s all-time great rhythm 
teams. The trio’s improvisation holds the attentive listener spellbound. No cautious fumbling for 
notes here, no jostling for hierarchies, and certainly no routine monotony. The three musicians 
harmonize as a trio. It is logical that the trio should have chosen the track “No Comment” as the 
title for their album. After burning the finished recordings onto a CD for the first time, he wrote 
the names of the performers on the cover: Augusto Pirodda – Gary Peacock – Paul Motian. “What 
else should I add? Fortunately, we had this wonderful piece of music in our repertoire, for ‘No 
Comment’ is really the only conceivable title.” 

LEE KONITZ
Insight
Jazzwerkstatt  JW116   4250079758784
CD     
Lee Konitz has been a frequent visitor to Germany. Pianist Frank Wunsch has a wide knowledge 
of contemporary serious music and has immersed himself in the tradition of jazz - from the stand-
ards through to lyrical free jazz. Since 1986 Wunsch has partnered Konitz on many of his 
European tours. Konitz himself is an enormously versatile musician. This CD emphasizes the 
advanced chamber music style he commands so intensely lyrically - but with Wunsch’s ideas 
developed to the full here as never before. The nine pieces (three Konitz solo, six duet) were 
recorded at various locations in Germany 1989-1995.

GEBHARD ULLMANN / TA LAM 11
Mingus! 
Jazzwerkstatt  JW105   4250079758692
CD     
Gebhard Ullmann leads an astonishing ten horns plus accordion line-up on an investigation into 
the tunes of the incomparable Charles Mingus. With the group Ta Lam 11 Ullmann has achieved 
the inconceivable. He permeates the music by completely reinventing it. He does not try to recre-
ate Mingus’ deep, dark, and timeless nature, but instead takes an individual piece, hits the reset 
button, and fills the music with his own emotional depth, urban darkness, and timeless reso-
nance.

TRIO MORGENLAND
Open Land
Morgenland   ML7005   4250317457059
CD     
The musicians who make up (the Greek/German/Turkish) Trio Morgenland are nomads on a 
shared journey through the world’s cultures. They go in search of the vocabulary of the global 
language that is music: the vocabulary they will then use to tell their own story. Dimitri Christides 
lays down a powerfully rhythmic foundation, deeply rooted in the Oriental tradition of percussion. 
Building on this basis, guitarist Hub Hildenbrand creates variety and contrast, now sketching 
delicate, floating, breathing sounds, now digging deep into the rhythm. Above the stable substruc-
ture, saxophonist Mesut Lekesiz weaves melodies that simply fly right over the barrier between 
the Orient and the Occident. The resultant music is intriguing and full of subtle nuances. 
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INZINZAC
Inzinzac
High Two   HT028   642623502822
CD digipack   
Inzinzac is a band that ignores borders. Based in Philadelphia and led by French-born guitarist 
Alban Bailly, the trio’s sound references a wide swath of influences including atonal no-wave rock, 
Eastern European melodies, free jazz and Japanese noise bands. The result is a sound that 
stretches beyond – intense, razor-sharp, and yet still entrenched in melody. Across the album’s 
eight songs and 48 minutes, Inzinzac moves through a plethora of styles, structures, and time 
signatures. Although all of the pieces were composed by Bailly, the trio finds plenty of room for 
individual and collective improvisation. Inzinzac has created a masterful debut record that is not 
easily compared to any other band.

SONIC LIBERATION FRONT
Meets Sunny Murray
High Two   HT027   884501433075
CD     
Sonic Liberation Front Meets Sunny Murray is the culmination of a 25-year friendship and musical 
relationship between SLF’s Kevin Diehl and Sunny Murray. After the release of SLF’s debut 
album, Water and Stone, Sunny Murray engaged the band for a series of collaborative concerts, 
including a 2002 appearance at the Vision Festival. The circulation of recordings from these con-
certs among fans enticed Murray and SLF to head into the studio together for the first time in 
2008. The new album features those studio recordings plus bonus recordings of Murray’s appear-
ance with SLF in Philadelphia in 2002.

JOE MORRIS & AGUSTI FERNANDEZ
Ambrosia
Riti    RitiCD11   642623201121
CD digipack  
A state-of-the-art duo recording from two masters of improvised music. Joe Morris: guitar and 
Agustí Fernández: piano create new musical vistas using rich melodic invention, resulting in 
completely unique and unprecedented sounds that challenge the ear and enhance the spirit.  
Morris and Fernández are each widely considered to be leading voices in improvised music in the 
US and Europe. Their individual artistry and versatility seem limitless.  

JOE MORRIS / WILDLIFE
Traits
Riti    RitiCD12   642623201220
CD digipack  
All improvised quartet music by four acclaimed leaders in free jazz and improvised music. Led by 
the driving energy of Joe Morris on bass, who makes his deepest case yet to be considered one of 
the great bassists in free music, this amazing group operates as a model of collective interaction 
creating spontaneously realized pieces that are vivid, grooving, driving, soulful, adventurous, 
demanding and richly rewarding. The two lead voices on saxophone, Petr Cancura and Jim Hobbs 
each display complete command of their instruments and push them to new and beautiful places 
that are rooted in the tradition of saxophone music. All of this is held down by the deeply rooted 
and energetic drive of master drummer Luther Gray, whose playing on this recording is nothing 
short of heroic. This recording is the follow-up to the critically acclaimed Wildlife, released in 2009 
on AUM Fidelity. 
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ESPEXP
Flora & Fauna
Enja    ENJ97052   767522970524
CD digipack 
Karachi-born guitar/electronics player Azhar Kamal presents his new project. ESPEXP is an 
Experimental Music Band which draws from an eclectic mix of music. Working in the fringes of 
jazz and rock akin to electric Miles Davis, Mahavishnu Orchestra, and Neu, or the more contem-
porary Jim O’Rourke, Loren Connors and David Grubbs. The band, a quartet of Kamal, Goetz 
Gruenberg (tenor and soprano sax), Bastian Juette (drums and percussion), Sava Medan (bass),  
creates a highly accessible organic sound. 

ULRICH DRECHSLER CELLO QUARTET
Concinnity
Enja    ENJ97042   767522970425
CD    
Ulrich Drechsler has established himself as one of the most ambigous and unpredictable musi-
cians in Europe. He has recorded in various guises: With the ‘nu jazz’ trio Cafe Drechsler 
(Austrian Amadeus Music Award 2005), with piano player extraordinaire Tord Gustavson, and 
with his Daily Mysteries trio. He has interpreted Thelonious Monk and Franz Schubert’s 
‘Winterreise’ and furthermore works as a film composer. 
On the album “Concinnity” Ulrich Drechsler combines his Scandinavian, Oriental, classical and 
club music influences into catchy melodies, enormous soundlandscapes and unresistable rythm. 
Additionally here the unique, unusual instrumentation of two celli, a bass clarinet and drums 
stretches sound into new dimensions.

ROCKINGCHAIR
1:1
Yellowbird   YEB77172   767522771725
CD digipack  
The sound of Rockingchair combines the influences of Radiohead, Tom Waits, Jim Black’s Alas 
No Axis, and the whole contemporary American jazz. The trumpet player Airelle Besson and the 
multi instrumentalist Sylvain Rifflet (saxophones, flutes) present their second recording - a deli-
cate mix between contemporary jazz and touches of rock, of composition and improvisation 
emphasized by the use of electronics - which in France has already won the coveted “choc” award 
from Jazz Magazine, the most important French jazz publication.  

MICHEL GODARD / FRANCK TORTILLER / 
PATRICE HERAL
Ivresses
Yellowbird   YEB77182   767522771824
CD digipack  
Music and the rituals of wine are the issues at hand for this fantastic French trio plus oenologist 
Roberto Petronio. Subtle and fragrant jazz, recorded and imbibed over a week in a secluded abbey 
in Central France, tough work if you can get it. 
“Harmony, vibration, balance, intensity, pleasure are words which apply to the world of wine as 
they do to that of music. Merely a sound, or even a refrain can move us, as does a fragrance of a 
flavour in the aroma of a succulent nectar. Such fundamental feelings and joys are the inseparable 
companions of life’s pleasures.” Robert Petronio 
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DANILO REA & FLAVIO BOLTRO
Opera
ACT    ACT9508-2   614427950826
CD digipack   

 
Danilo Rea / piano
Flavio Boltro / trumpet

Pianist Danilo Rea and trumpeter Flavio Boltro play great arias from the Italian opera. Classical 
music and jazz merge into one another - a fascinating duo album.

The world would be a more monotonous place if it weren’t for regional specialties, as exemplified 
by the Italians and their love for opera. The Roman pianist Danilo Rea seems predestined for this 
national passion, having studied classical piano at the music academy Santa Cecilia in his home 
town of Rome. Moreover, even after having devoted himself to jazz, he didn’t focus exclusively on 
American standards like so many musicians do, but concentrated more on merging the musical 
tradition of his native country with the vocabulary of jazz. This can be heard clearly on his ACT 
debut “A Tribute to Fabrizio de André” (ACT 9759-2) last year, on which he played music by this 
famous Italian singer-songwriter. According to Kulturnews the album is the highlight of ACT’s 
Piano Works series and it was even chosen as “Best Piano Album 2010” by the Italian jazz maga-
zine “Musica Jazz”.

LESZEK MOZDZER 
Komeda
ACT    ACT9516-2   614427951625
CD digipack     

Leszek Możdżer / piano
On “Komeda” Polish piano star Leszek Mozdzer has created a series of small masterpieces which 
go far beyond any pigeonholed way of thinking – and offer a musical romance for jazz fans as well 
as lovers of classical music.
Leszek Możdżer was born in 1971. While he didn’t discover jazz himself until he was 18 years old, 
he quickly made a name for himself and is today celebrated as a pop star in Poland, where he has 
played with the country’s most important jazz musicians including Tomasz Stanko and Michal 
Urbaniak. Since 1994 until the present day he has been voted, almost without exception, the best 
pianist of the country by the Polish Jazzforum magazine. Możdżer has also made a name for him-
self internationally, particularly alongside Swedish bassist Lars Danielsson whose music is simi-
larly dedicated to melody. He described Możdżer as, “the ideal pianist for me” and recorded both 
his last albums – “Pasodoble” (2007) and “Tarantella” (2009) – with him. American jazz icons such 
as Pat Metheny, Lester Bowie and Archie Shepp are also vocal in their appreciation of his work.
Leszek Możdżer uses his solo ACT debut as an opportunity to pay homage to the second great 
national hero of Polish music (next to Chopin), Krzysztof Komeda. The jazz pianist and film score 
composer died in 1969 aged just 38, but by this time had written, amongst other things, the 
soundtracks for almost all of Roman Polanski’s films. “Komeda is one of my idols,” says Możdżer. 
“I can still remember the first time I heard his music, it was incredible, this great depth and wis-
dom that appeared. Over time, I found out more about his biography and immense dedication to 
music. One of my favourite quotes by him is, ‘Live for music, not from music.’” The listener can 
hear that Możdżer’s Komeda project has undergone a long maturing period. “The album’s pro-
ducer, Paweł Potoroczyn, tried to get me into the studio with it for six years. He’s only managed it 
now. I just didn’t feel ready for it earlier.”
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“...a prodigiously 
gifted pianist”
Jazzwise

“Danilo Rea is one 
of Italy’s finest jazz 
pianists - a beauti-
fully lyrical player 
with a precise and 
delicate touch”
All About Jazz
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NINO ROTA
The Soundtracks
Deja Vu   DEJ5050   076119510501
5CD     Soundtracks
Nino Rota is one of the best-selling artists/composers on the Déjà Vu Label. Now they release the 
most complete collection of his work. CD1 features 20 films most of which have never appeared 
on CD before; covering the whole span of his career from 1933 to 1978 and including his original 
scores for film directors such as Monicelli, Zeffirelli, de Filippo and Visconti. CDs 2-4 are the 
complete “Godfather” trilogy and CD5 the best of the Fellini movies. Music is by the Solisti e 
Orchestre del Cinema Italiano.

CHARLIE PARKER
Bird - Anthology/Ornithology
Deja Vu   DEJ5051   076119510518
5CD     Jazz
Compiled by respected jazz label “kind of blue records” this anthology gathers together 88 tracks 
in chronological order. All cuts are fully annotated and there is a biography of “Bird” written espe-
cially by American jazz journalist, Ken Dryden. A complete overview of Parker’s unique playing in 
quartet, quintet, sextet & orchestral settings.

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Chantons Français 1925-1944
Deja Vu   DEJ5049   076119510495
5CD     World/France
This is the companion volume to the best-selling “La Vie en Rose, La Vie en Blanc et Noir 
(DEJ5011). Going further back in time (from 1925 to 1944, this collection includes all the impor-
tant hits from Charles Trenet, Maurice Chevalier, Edith Piaf, Fernandel, Tino Rossi, Jean Gabin 
and many others. The booklet is illustrated with rare posters from private collectors.

MERVYN PEAKE
Peake’s Progress
British Library  NSACD88/89  9780712351140
2CD     Spoken Word
A combination of short stories and poetry from Peake’s Progress, published to coincide with 
Mervyn Peake’s centenary and a British Library Folio Society exhibition on the author. Read by 
his sons, Sebastian and Fabian Peake, the set includes the epic ‘Rhyme of the Flying Bomb’, a 
selection of his nonsense verse, and some of the poems that resulted from his visit to the concen-
tration camp in Belsen, Germany. The short stories were all written after the war and reveal his 
mastery of this difficult genre. They include ‘The Weird Journey’, ‘Same Time Same Place’, and 
‘Danse Macabre’, originally told to family and friends round the fire on Boxing Night 1954.

WAVES - THE SOUNDS OF BRITAIN’S SHORES 
British Library  NSACD84   9780712351119
CD     Nature
Experience the pure sounds of the sea with this new audio CD. From the gentle lapping of water 
on a Cornish beach to the powerful crashing of waves on a rocky shore, this collection of record-
ings explores the idea that each beach has its own signature sound and demonstrates the con-
trasting nature of Britain’s shoreline. Track listing: Waves on Shingle (Burling Gap, East Sussex) 
- Mull Gully Waves (Isle of Mull, Scotland) - Howick Winter Waves (Howick, Northumberland) - Low 
Sea on Sand (Winchelsea Beach, East Sussex) - Cornish Cove (Kynance Cove, Cornwall) - 
Lindisfarne Seascape (Lindisfarne, Northumberland) - Rocky Shore (Cullernose, Northumberland) - 
After the Storm (Whitesand Bay, Cornwall) - Medium Seawash onto Shingle (Denge Beach, Kent) 
- Calm Sea (Wells Beach, Norfolk) - Gentle Waves on Sand & Shingle (Totland Bay, Isle of Wight) 
- Heavy Sea on Rocks (Bamburgh, Northumberland).
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LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Classical Music for Relaxation
Retro    RETRO636   076119610362 
2CD     New Age/Classical
A fine selection of classical music pieces packaged in a soft and sensuous cover. Excellent 
recordings by the London Symphony Orchestra especially for the Retro label.

MAHALIA JACKSON
Spirituals
Retro    RETRO637   076119610379 
2CD     Gospel
All of Mahalia Jacksons most famous spirituals and gospels are collected here: from “Amazing 
grace” to “We shall overcome” to “Go tell it on the mountain” to “The lord’s prayer”. 40 tracks in 
all with a special booklet.

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
The 40 Songs of Ireland
Retro    RETRO638   076119610386 
2CD     Folk
Destined to be an all-year round best seller. These are the 40 best-loved songs of Ireland, tradi-
tionally played and sung by The Boys of the Isle.

VARIOUS ARTISTS 
Om...Indian Mantras for Meditation and Yoga
Retro    RETRO635   076119610355 
2CD     New Age
Disc one features mantras for yoga and meditation while disc two has 75 minutes of “om”. The 
subtle artwork perfectly captures the relaxing atmosphere of the recordings which were espe-
cially compiled for the Retro label in India.

ADRIANO CELENTANO 
Le Storie di Adriano
Retro    RETRO729   076119710291 
2CD     World/Italy
The Italian megastar (as name-checked in Ian Dury’s Reasons to be Cheerful part 3!) - 32 of his 
hits including “Il tuo bacio e’ come un rock”, “Il ribelle”, “Desidero te” “Tutti frutti”. The strong 
package is enhanced by killer artwork and the booklet contains lyrics of some of the songs.

CAROSONE 
50 Grandi Successi Originali
Retro    RETRO730   076119710307 
2CD     World/Italy
50 tracks by the Italian singer who has become something of a ‘cult’ artist after his song “Tu vuò 
fà l’americano” was included on the soundtracks to films The Talented Mr Ripley and The 
American, and a version of which charted in the USA and Europe.   


